
Check out the trailer hitches and towing we offer.

The Versatility of The Mac's PiVOT-Now for Racing 
and Fuel-Injected Engines! 

Out of the box, the Mac's PiVOT attaches to most 2 and 4 carburetor 
intake manifolds to make engine installation a breeze. Now, with Mac's 
PiVOT Engine Lift Adapter Plates, you can use your Mac's PiVOT on a wide 
range of engine that don't have a common carburetor base flange for 
attachment, from the Ford Flathead 8 to the GM LS9. 

Protect That Freshly Painted Engine Compartment! 

Unlike using chains or other bulky engine lift solutions, Mac's PiVOT Engine Lift Adapter Plates are 
designed to frt compactly against the engine, significantly reducing the risk of contact with engine 
compartment surfaces and wires. 

Tne small footprint of each adapter, coupled with the fine lilt control of the Mac's PiVOT gives you 
unpresidented control during engine install, making even the most challenging installs a one-man job. 

One PiVOT-Multiple Engines 

Each Mac's PiVOT Engine Lift Adapter Plate attaches to the Mac's PiVOT using the same 4 grade-8 
bolts (included}, so a single Mac's PiVOT with multiple adapters is all you need to wor1< with the most 
popular engine families. You can use the Mac's PiVOT on its own to pull an old flathead, then attach 
the Ford Coyote 5.0L adapter to the Mac's PiVOT and you're ready to complete your install. It's that 
simple. 

Uniquely Designed for Each Engine 

Constructed from 1/4" and 3/8" steel, we"ve designed each adapter to take advantage of the best 
attach location for that engine. Our "plate-style" adapters are designed to attach to the "intake valley", 
while "cradle-style" adapters attach to the cylinder head exhaust ports. 

Made in the u SA 

We manufacture the Mac's PiVOT right here in the USA. This allows us to control quality and 
support American jobsl 

https://www.carid.com/mac-custom-tie-downs/
https://www.carid.com/trailer-hitches.html
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